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On Tuesday, an old man emerged from the shad-
ows to solve a mystery that had long intrigued politi-
cal experts, journalists and just plain Americans. Yes-
terday, as he was chauffeured away from his house in 
Santa Rosa, Calif., he rolled down his car window 
and jovially told reporters that he now plans to 
"write a book or something and get all the money I 

Welcome, Deep Throat, to 
the modern media marketing 
machine. 

No one knows yet what W. 
Mark Felt — aka Deep 
Throat, The Washington 
Post's long-seeret Watergate 
source — has to say, or how 
well he can say it, given that 
he's 91 years old and suffering 
from both physical and men-
tal deterioration. But every-
one, it seems, wants to know 
more about his story. 

Major publishing houses — 
HarperCollins, 	Random 

House and Little, Brown among them — fielded calls 
from David Kuhn, a media agent representing Felt's 
family and his attorney, in New York yesterday. They 
may have listened with skepticism, or excitement, or 
a mixture of both, but many signed up for meetings 
later this week. Court TV executives listened to mul-
tiple pitches from producers interested in making 
Deep Throat/Watergate made-for-television movies. 
Alice Mayhew, editor on Bob Woodward's multiple 
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W. Mari Felt admits 
he was Woodward's 
famous source. 

A. 
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besttielling books for Simon & 
Schtister, came down to Washing-
ton from New York to pay a person-
al visit to her client — and read 
Woodward's previously undis-
clOsed manuscript about the rela-
tionship he had with his famous 
source. 

BlackBerrys buzzed from Los 
Angeles to Washington to New 
York: 

henever you have a celebrity 
bobk — and in away this is a celeb-
rity book, although perhaps a celeb-
rity book with a 202 area code -
there is often a lack of material on 
the page," said Geoff Shandler, edi-
tor in chief at Little, Brown. "You're 
buying into the concept as much as 
anything." 

The landslide started with the 
.4vance release Tuesday of an arti-
cle slated for the July edition of 
Vanity Fair, in which Felt acknowl-
edgeS that he was Deep Throat. In 
the article, written by family at-
tkirtutr John D. O'Connor, family 
rabmbers acknowledge that a factor 
in:going public now, rather than af-
ter Felt's death (which was long the 
understanding between Felt and 
Woodward), was financial gain. 

The sweeps started fast. 
.:Kuhn, a former magazine editor 

Whe now has his own agency; Kuhn 
Neglects, was making calls less than 
24" hours after the story broke. 
Though Kuhn had no comment on 
the family's plans, meetings involv- 

hiin, O'Connor and several pub-
are scheduled for late this 

week and early next. The family is 
also reportedly interested in televi-
sion and film projects. 
,'One publishing  house that did 

nilt get a call from Kuhn is Simon & 
Sitilaster, publisher of the previous 

histsellers by Woodward. Wood- 
Wrd confirmed yesterday that he 
*Carl Bernstein plan to tell their 
story, but the how and when, he 
said,- has not yet been settled. Nev-
ertheless, the industry was abuzz 
about what the book will say and 
hbw soon it will hit the shelves. 
' "Bob Woodward owns the story," 

s'id Jonathan Karp, a senior editor 
at+ Random House, a competitor of 
Slinon & Schuster. T11 be on line 
tgeffrst day it's on sale at Barnes & 
No le. I'll even pay the full retail 
pra`e- 
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Joan Felt, Deep Throat's daughter, talks to reporters in Santa Rosa. The family went public partly for financial gain. 

Several editors expressed some 
significant reservations about the 
viability of a Felt book on several 
fronts, but that doesn't mean 
they're passing on a meeting. 

"I think any publisher will have 
that [skepticism]," Shandler said. 
"And reasonably so — especially if 
Woodward has a book coming out, 
because you know it'll be a best-
seller." 

He also acknowledged that his 
house, Little. Brown, is among 
those who have agreed to a meeting 
with Kuhn and O'Connor. 

"If you asked me two days ago 
how much you'd pay for Deep 
Throat's memoir, I'd say the sky's 
the limit," said David Hirshey, se-
nior vice president at HarperCol-
lins. "Now that the great mystery 
has been solved, I'm sure the sky is 
a little bit lower. But Deep Throat is 
still one of the biggest 'gets' of all 
time and I expect major publishers 
to chase it like Ahab did the whale. 
And be one to have the harpoon 
out" 

Hirshey said lie expected the Felt 
book to be sold for more than 
$1 million, and some agreed with 
him. Others in the publishing in- 

dustry questioned that number, but 
acknowledged that it's hard to 
know, yet, what the book will be 
worth. 

"It's all about source material," 
said David Black, of the David 
Black Literary Agency. "Did he 
keep a diary? Were there records? 
Did he keep audio conversations 
with Woodward? Hoover was a 
great record-keeper, right? Was this 
guy?" 

Then there's the Woodward fac-
tor. 

"Bob's book is sure to be coming 
out in a matter of weeks," said Pe-
ter Osnos, who has published previ-
ous books about Deep Throat and 
is currently the publisher of Publi-
cAffairs (Osnos worked at The 
Washington Post at the time of Wa-
tergate). "In that case, Felt's story 
comes along later, and has all the 
earmarks of something that was a 
scramble. 

"But," Osnos added, "someone 
will buy it for a lot of money." 

Television producers haveanoth-
er dilemma: Is what they term a 
"period piece" a good gamble in an 
age when the demographic every-
one is chasing is 18-to-49-year-olds? 

These are viewers, in many cases, 
whose knowledge of Watergate 
comes from the Robert Redford-
Dustin Hoffman 1976 movie clas-
sic, "All the President's Men." If 
they have any knowledge at all. 

"As fascinated as we are by this, 
is there a movie for a contemporary 
2005 audience?" said Robert Sertn-
er, a partner in the production 
house Von Zerneck/Sertner Films, 
one of the most prolific producers 
of television movies. "Everybody is 
intrigued, but scared." 

But, Sertner acknowledged, 
"right now a lot of agents and law-
yers are trying to get their fingers 
into this." 

"We've already gotten about 
three solid pitches, two from fairly 
well-established Hollywood-based 
producers," said Henry Schleiff, 
chairman and CEO of Court TV, 
though none of those came from 
anyone representing the Felts. 
"Outside of the Loch Ness Monster 
and Bigfoot, this is the third best 
mystery out there." 

Staff writers Lynne Duke, Mark 
Leibovich and Lisa de Moraes 
contributed to this report. 


